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The world has been radically transformed since the
seventies, especially in relation to the expansion of political
liberties and the openness of the political systems to direct the
growing and complex political diversity of the contemporary
society.
The National Electoral Institute is an active member
within the international network of bodies and institutions
working in favor of electoral democracy.
INE’s role is also oriented towards promoting a wider collaboration
program within different electoral democracy areas: electoral
observation, technical assistance missions, research and currently,
by offering an international training program.
Reciprocally, INE benefits from the international
field through the promotion of international horizontal
cooperation and from the knowledge gained of learning about
other practices through the exchange of experiences; also, by
participating and generating knowledge through the discussion
and debate forums with avant-garde matters, along with
challenges faced by electoral democracies.
This Electronic Newsletter serves two purposes: on
one hand, presents the main activities carried out by INE on an
international basis; on the other, it provides information related to
avant-garde electoral matters that are of main interest to the
Institute.
Thus, this Newsletter edition of INE International
contains the following sections:
•
•
•
•
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Internship on
Political parties’ prerogatives and oversight of their
finances
Officials of the National Office of Electoral Processes (ONPE) from
Peru
From March 15 to 17, took place the
exchange on political parties, candidacies
and campaign expenditures with officials
of the National Office of Electoral
Processes of Peru (ONPE) of Peru and
officials of the National Electoral Institute
of Mexico (INE), directly with the areas of
the Executive Direction of Prerogatives of
the Political Parties and the Oversight
Technical Unit.
ONPE’s interest in the exchange is aiming
at the presentation to the National
Assembly of a political electoral reform on
the prerogatives of political parties. Its
interest has as precedent May 2016 when
INE organized the "Forum on Party Money
and Campaign Audit: An Inter-American
Dialogue", when INE presented its
Integral Oversight System (SIF, for its
initials in Spanish) to Latin America and
international organizations; at this
moment, the National Office of Electoral
Processes (ONPE) of Peru, expressed its
interest in knowing in detail the Mexican
experience.
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The delegation was represented by:
Luis Brussy Barboza Dávila, Manager in charge of Supervision of Political Parties
Funds;
• José Roberto Mostajo Elguera, Head of Legal and Regulatory Area of Political
Parties Funds in the Management of Supervision of Political Parties Funds;
• Marco Antonio Basauri Becerra, Deputy Manager of Administrative Advisory
Services in the Legal Advisory Department, and
• Carlos Eduardo Vargas León, Deputy Manager in the Technical Assistance
Department.
• Mr. Luis Barboza and Mr. Roberto Mostajo have participated in previous programs
developed by the International Center for Electoral Training and Research (CICIE).

Did you know?
In Peru, all public institutions
have legislative initiative in the field of their
attributions.
While the ONPE has legislative initiative,
the JNE exercises controls on all
administrative acts :
Modifications, revises, suspends, verify or register,
including the bills or regulations
presented by ONPE.
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The agenda consisted of addressing the following topics:
 Comparison of the political electoral systems of Peru and Mexico and their
electoral institutions’ attributions. In this session was emphasized that in
Peru there are three institutions: The National Jury of Elections (JNE), which
registers political parties and movements; the ONPE, which is responsible for
granting, and monitoring the prerogatives of political parties and the
National Registry of Identification and Civil Status (RENIEC), which registers
and prepares the voter registration and voting lists and certifies the
adherents signed lists, required to form a movement or political party.
 INE’s presentation regarding political parties’ registration and prerogatives,
candidacies and electoral campaigns in Mexico; including access to media:
radio and TV; the technological platform created by INE to send the material
to the media broadcasters; as well as the platform for media monitoring the
spots transmissions.
 Presentation by INE on the mechanisms to control and oversight the political
parties’ resources and presentation of the electronic platform Integral
Oversight System (SIF); subject of the greatest interest of the Peruvian
delegation.

Some differences between the two countries on these topics:

Political parties

Topic

Peru

Mexico

25 national parties, 190 regional
movements and local political
organizations
(Which are constituted only for
electoral processes).
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9 national political parties and
89 National Political
Associations (APN).

Registration of political parties
Media access

Requirements: Founding Act,
list of adherents (at least 4%
of the valid votes in the last
election),
minutes
of
constitution of its committees
(in at least 1/3 of the 65
provinces, located in at least
2/3 of the 16 departments).
The party’s registration is
canceled if they do not reach
at least 6 representatives in
Congress by more than one
constituency, or they do not
obtain 5% of the valid votes in
the last election, or by not
participating
in
two
consecutive general elections.

Requirements: statutes and action
program, to gather 3,000 militants
in at least 20 of the 32 states or 200
militants in 200 of the 300 electoral
districts, the number of militants
should not be less than 0.26% of
the national electoral registration
roll.
The reasons for losing registration
are: not participating in an ordinary
electoral process, not obtaining at
least 3% of the valid votes in the
last election, not complying with
the registration requirements, by
consideration of INE’s General
Council, self declaring dissolved or
by merging with another party.

The ONPE reviews the
content of the information
and reviews that the media
business provide the same
prices to all those who
purchase spaces on radio and
TV.

INE administers media access in the
State Time: so it is in charge to set
the transmission orders for
electoral institutions (Electoral
Court and the Electoral Prosecutors
for Electoral Crimes) and political
parties spots. In relation to the
material that is sent, INE only
reviews the technical aspects but
not the content.
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The mechanisms implemented by INE which were of most interest for the
Peruvian delegation are:

1. INE manages the political parties public funds and provides monthly payments
for ordinary spending; so, when the General Council imposes an economic
penalty, these are deducted from their ministrations.
2. The formation of alliances or coalitions in Mexico, which must be registered at
INE through a legal document, in which the political parties that integrate it, must
specify: if it is for an electoral process, or electoral districts where it will apply; or
for a specific candidacy and it regulates in which percentage will contribute each
member of the coalition. In this way, it is ensured that the spending limits, the
distribution of funding and access to the media are met.
3. Regarding the Integral Oversight System, the Peruvian delegation appreciated
the program that the platform allows candidates, anywhere in the country can
have access to record their expenditures, contracts and the corresponding
reports; in addition to facilitating in one part the work of the authority to carry
out the accounting balance review.
4. The mechanism developed by the UTF to communicate closely with political
parties or candidates to provide them with training or to exchange information on
the causes of inconsistencies, to generate trust among the actors and to
contribute to the best rendering and transparency on the use of public resources.
This international cooperation program was very positively valued by the
Peruvian delegation and its impact has been immediate, as can be seen in the
proposals that have already been sent to the Legislature of Peru and which
contains several of the topics addressed in these sessions.
http://www.andina.com.pe/agencia/noticia-suspenderan-a-partidos-incumplan-normas-financiamiento664499.aspx
http://www.andina.com.pe/agencia/noticia-conoce-los-cinco-aspectos-claves-del-proyecto-reformaelectoral-del-ejecutivo-665178.aspx
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The internship was established as a result of the close collaboration set
between INE and the High Electoral Tribunal of Brazil in the past years
and gets its consolidation through the signature of the Collaboration
Agreement signed on November 8, 2016 by Dr. Lorenzo Cordova Vianello,
president of the National Electoral Institute (INE) and the Magistrate
President of the Supreme Electoral Tribunal (TSE) of Brazil, Gilmar
Mendes in the framework of their participation in the USA electoral
process observation in the offices, and as honor witnesses the
representatives of the Organization of American States (OAS). The
Agreement provides a legal instrument to support the cooperation
activities in the administration of elections through the exchange of
information and experiences based on mutual respect and reciprocity.
In April 3-5, the International Center for Electoral Training and Research
(CICIE) of the Coordination of International Affairs of the National
Electoral Institute organized two simultaneous internships: the Internship
on Political Parties Funds Control and Oversight and the second one on
the Biometrics for the Electoral Registry.
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The members of the Brazilian delegation
who participated in two topics: Control and
control of political financing and Biometrics
of electoral registration are:
Dr. Mauricio Melo, Director General.
Dr. Ciro Leal, International Advisor
Dr. Eron Pessoa, Electoral and Partisan
Accounts Review Advisor.
Dr. Giuseppe Janino, Secretary of
Information Technology.
Sr. Marcio Clayton do Nascimento, Head of
the Accountability Automation Session.
The Brazilian delegation expressed their
interest in those topics since the political
context in the country was aiming to reform
the electoral legislation, precisely in the
oversight of political campaigns and
foreseing that the TSE will get a new
attribution to issue the national and
electoral ID.

Did you know?
The High Court of Brazil designed its
own electronic voting machine,
which has a finger print reader to
identify the voter.
International Newsletter, #15
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Regarding the issues presented by the INE, the Brazilian delegation found
substantial points of comparison within the systems of prerogatives to
political parties and control, recognizing that such systems would guarantee
a rigorous control in the following aspects within their electoral system:

•Brazil has more than 5570 cities
that transmit radio and television
signals. In this regard was of
great interest the INE’s system for
the reception and transmission
order for radio and TV material
(SIATE) for political parties and
electoral authorities considered
to achieve an optimal and
controlled registration of political
party campaigns.
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Brazil conducts the control of
candidates' resources after the
elections. Its system divides
inspection
times
between
elected candidates (30 days after
the election) and non-elected
(45 days after the election). In
order to do so, INE's Integral
Oversight
System,
which
homologates the audit in a single
period for all candidates, was of
great interest to the Brazilian
delegation on aspects that
facilitate the collection of
financial documents that support
the legitimacy of the resources
(public and private funds).
Brazil has a national ID and the
TSE’s voters ID has no special
features or security locks.
Brazilians may present one of
several IDs to be able to vote:
passport, national ID or the
voting card; in this regard, they
showed particular interest in the
voter's credential issued by the
INE, the citizens registration
process the safe locks in order to
avoid duplication of identities or
frauds.
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CICIE´S TRAINING IMPACT
We share the appreciation letter addressed by the head of the newly
created National Commission for the Modernization of Elections and
Justice of Cameroon for the collaboration received from INE through
CICIE´s programs.

I am very happy to inform you that I was appointed
Chairman of the National Commission on Electoral
Modernization and Justice in Cameroon following a
Presidential decree and Senate confirmation some two
weeks ago. Indeed I must say our work and reports made
following
our
missions to INE paid off…
As the work seem to be enormous, I could not have lost sight to recognize
the great contribution INE made for this to happen. The mandate of the
Commission is 4 years renewable and charged with modernizing election
administration in Cameroon, working closely with ELECAM though we are two
separate agencies.
I have been very busy these few days to secure and set up our offices,
start administrative procedures for budgeting, and also to give appointed
secretariat staff guidelines for recruiting staff and developing our
strategic and operational plans for this year.

January 2014
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September 2015
I am very interested, if we have the time, to request a mission to INE… if our
budget
is
approved,
I
may order a mission to INE to study certain aspects of interest that fall
within our mandate.
Dear Deyanira, permit me to express my heartfelt appreciation through you to
INE and the International Affairs Coordinator for all the support.
Election administration in Cameroon will witness a drastic change from a
legal and institutional stand point. I commit to work tirelessly for this with your
help.
Please accept once more the expression of my deepest appreciation for your
support.
Yours sincerely,
Atem Oben Henry E.
Chairman, Commission on Electoral Modernization
and Justice in Cameroon
Executive Director
Center for Democracy and Electoral Studies, CDES Cameroon

December 2016
International Newsletter, #15
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INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Haiti´s runoff
elections
TYPE OF
ACTIVITY
Observation
missions

ACTIVITY

PARTICIPANTS

Haiti´s runoff legislative
elections

Marco Antonio Gonzales Vargas INE’s
Executive Secretary of Puebla´s
District.

Presidential,
Legislative,
Provincial and Andean
Parliament elections in
Ecuador.
The President Councilor, Dr.
Lorenzo Córdova Vianello,
participated in the UNIORE
observation mission in the
First Electoral Round.

-Lorenzo Córdova Vianello, President
Councilor
- Gabriel Mendoza, Director of Legal
Affairs
-Miguel Ángel Patiño Arroyo, Director
of the Technical Unit Liaison with
Local Electoral Bodies.
-Manuel Carrillo, Head of the
International Affairs Unit
- Erika Estrada, Director of Resolutions
and Legal Regulations in the Oversight
Technical Unit
Yessenia Polanco Dzul, CEO in the 3rd
local EMB of Quintana Roo
-Erika Salas R, Deputy Director of
Liaison with International Bodies.

Primary Elections in
Honduras
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Carlos Manuel Rodríguez Morales,
INE’s Executive Director of Jalisco´s
Local Board

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
ACTIVITIES JANUARY-MARCH 2017
TYPE OF
ACTIVITY
International
forums

ACTIVITY

PARTICIPANT

International
Forum
"The
Independence
of
Electoral
Bodies", Tunisia.

Arturo Sánchez, Electoral
Councilor

Seventh Meeting of Electoral
Authorities, Borjormi, Georgia.

Cecilia Azúara, Director of
the Technical Unit for
Transparency and
Protection of Personal
Data

Regional Meeting: "Technology
Implemented in Electoral
Processes: Electronic Voting and
others", Guatemala

Claudia Corona, Deputy
Director of the Electoral
Liaison Office for
Mexicans Living Abroad.

International Forum "Financing
Political Life", Tunisia

Ciro Murayama, Electoral
Councilor
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
ACTIVITIES JANUARY-MARCH 2017
TYPE OF
ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

PARTICIPANTS

Accompanying Mission on
Electoral Results Transmission
in Ecuador.

Jorge Alberto Gutiérrez, Secretary
of the Technical Unit of Informatic
Services
Catalina Beristain Garza, Director
of Operations of the Technical Unit
of Informatic Services

Technical
assistance

Cooperation
Agreements
Collaboration agreement
between INE and the National
Registry of Colombia
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
ACTIVITIES JANUARY-MARCH 2017
Tunisia

I. International Forums
The National Electoral Institute received
an invitation from the Director of the
Venice Commission to participate in this
regional forum. This event took place from
8 to 9 February in the city of Tunis.
The institutional participation was
represented by the Electoral Councilor, Mr.
Arturo Sánchez.
This event was co-organized by the Venice
Commission,
the
United
Nations
Development
Program
and
the
Organization
of
Arab
Electoral
Organizations
(ArabEMBs).
This
organization is a regional network of
electoral management bodies of the Arab
States, which began its creation in April
2014. The establishment of the
organization went through several stages,
the first being a consensus reached by the
Arab States to create an Arab regional
cooperation network in a regional session
during a global conference of the United
Nations European Commission - Joint
Force on Electoral Assistance (EC-UNDP
JTF).
The INE's international participation in this
type of event has been the result of the
cooperation and linkage that has been
held by the Council of Europe since 1994.

International Forum "The
Independence of Electoral Bodies"
Tunisia
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION ACTIVITIES
JANUARY-MARCH 2017
International Conference.
Financing of Political Parties
Tunisia
The National Electoral Institute received an invitation from the Director of the Venice
Commission to participate in the International Conference. The Financing of Political
Parties. This event took place on 28 and 29 March the city of Tunis.
This conference is co-organized by the United Nations Development Program (UNDP), the
Independent Independent Higher Electoral Entity of Tunisia and the Venice Commission.
The institutional participation was represented by the Electoral Councilor, Dr. Ciro
Murayama Rendón, whose participation took place in two moments: on March 28 the
presentation referred to the financing system of political parties in Mexico and on the
29th presented the System of Control and Oversight of the Resources of Political Parties in
Mexico, emphasizing the Comprehensive System of Control (SIF).
Tunisia is currently undergoing a process of debate and reformulation of a political and
institutional agenda for the preparation of political-electoral reforms that will guarantee
the transparency of the country's political life. It seeks a legal reformulation on the subject
of financing and control of the resources of political parties. Parliamentary debates on
local and regional election bills have put the need for the creation of a public institution
responsible for overseeing the financing of the election campaign or even politics in
general.
The organization of this International Conference is part of the dynamics of the debates
on the importance of transparency and accountability in Tunisia. It is for this reason that
the main objective of this conference is to know, in a comparative international
perspective, the models, principles, techniques, norms and good practices of the
financing and control of the resources of the parties in electoral campaigns.
Representatives of parliament, political parties, government bodies, magistrates,
members of independent bodies, universities, and national and international experts
participated in the Conference.
It is pertinent to note that the National Electoral Institute is the only Latin America
institution invited to participate as an international expert.
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Presidential Elections in Ecuador
II. Observation mission

Presidential Elections of the Republic
of Ecuador First and Second Round

The
National
Electoral
Institute
participated as an international observer
in the Presidential Elections first and
second round of the Republic of Ecuador.
The INE was invited by the InterAmerican Union of Electoral Bodies and
the World Association of Electoral Bodies
(AWEB) to participate in these missions.
The President Councilor, Dr. Lorenzo
Córdova Vianello, participated in the
UNIORE observation mission in the First
Electoral round.
The electoral processes were held on
February 5th and April 2nd of this year.
The two programs included briefings on
the most important features of Ecuador's
political-electoral system, as well as a
meeting with representatives of political
parties and, finally, observation on the
Election Day on different polling stations
within the Province of Pichincha.
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION ACTIVITIES JANUARY-MARCH
2017

It is interesting to highlight the following
characteristics of the electoral model of
Ecuador:
- Voting is compulsory for citizens aged
18-65, and optional for 16- and 17-yearold citizens and adults over 65.
- The participation of the Ecuadorian
armed forces plays a fundamental role
in the electoral process, since they not
only make the transfer of electoral
materials, but also watch every
moment of the electoral day, being
present at each polling station. Its
presence provides great confidence to
the public.
- Electoral polling booth. In each

electoral precinct they have a
preferential voting booth for
people with disabilities or the
elderly. Each polling station is
divided by gender: there is a booth
for men and another for women.

- Household Vote. Ecuadorian legislation
allows the vote from home for citizens
with a disability or is an adult over 65
years of age.
- Prison Vote. Ecuadorian law grants the
right to vote to prisoners who hasn’t a
verdict.
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION ACTIVITIES JANUARY-MARCH 2017

INTERNATIONAL BINDING AND COOPERATION BETWEEN THE NATIONAL
ELECTORAL INSTITUTE AND THE REPUBLIC OF ECUADOR
•

Prior to these elections, Institute officials have participated in 11 observation
missions in the framework of electoral processes held in Ecuador since 1997,
including the last general elections held on February 17, 2013, and the most
recent elections of February 24 2014, when local authorities were elected.

•

In addition, INE has shared its experience with the Ecuadorian counterpart
through 6 technical assistance exercises, carried out between 2004 and 2013,
which have addressed issues such as electoral reform, training and civic
education, political parties financing and control of resources, as well as the
transmission of electoral results, among others.

•

At the same time, this Institute has shared its experience with the electoral
bodies of Ecuador, the CNE and the Contentious Electoral Tribunal, through its
International Center for Electoral Training and Research (CICIE). In this regard, it
is noted that officials of the Ecuadorian electoral authorities have participated
in 8 international workshops, 2 specialized courses and two Inter-American
Conferences organized by the CICIE of the INE.
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MEXICANS VOTING
ABROAD
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Online Electronic Vote
Mexican Residents Abroad

for

•

In an extraordinary session of the National Electoral Institute’s General Council
on March 15, 2017, the report on the development progress of the Electronic
Voting System by the Internet for Mexican Residents Abroad was received.

•

During that session, the Electoral Councilors stated that voting through
electronic channels is a right recognized by law, so the Voting Commission of
Mexicans Residing Abroad continues to work to develop an electronic voting
system to guaranteeing, whoever issues the vote, is the Mexican citizen
residing abroad, who has the right to do so; that the Mexican citizen residing
abroad can not issue more than one vote electronically; that the suffrage will
be free and secret, as well as guaranteeing its effective emission, transmission,
reception and computation, so that it is to be applied in a posterior election
after the 2018 electoral process.

•

Councilor Enrique Andrade, President of the Temporary Committee of the
Voting of Mexican Residents Abroad, considered it important to promote the
political participation of Mexicans living in other countries.

•

“The vote will give you a voice in the decisions of your state and your country”

•

He affirmed that the Institute ratifies its commitment to Mexicans who live
beyond our borders, so that "within the legal framework, with responsibility
and guaranteeing certainty at all times, it will be submitted in a timely manner
for the Electoral Process of 2017- 2018, a reinforced model of distance voting,
making the greatest efforts to simplify procedures and requirements making
the model more agile, efficient and simple so that the migrant compatriots can
participate politically.
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Meeting between Organizations of the Civil Society Supporting
Mexican Migrants and the National Commission of Vigilance of the
National Electoral Institute.
On March 22, a meeting was held between Civil Society Organizations in Support of
Mexican Migrants and the National Monitoring Commission of the National Electoral
Institute.

At this meeting, the organizations were able to dialogue with the representatives of the
political parties before the National Monitoring Commission and suggested some
changes to the ID issuing model, in order to facilitate this process for citizens.
Some of the mentioned suggestions were:
1)

2)

3)
4)

The possibility of presenting two witnesses who prove the legal personality of the
citizen if he/she hasn’t means to prove identity or address in the US, as it is
accepted in Mexican territory;
Grant a reprint of the ID to Vote Abroad to those citizens who are already
registered in the Electoral Register without presenting requirements;
That the activation of the voting card, takes place at the moment in which the
citizen receives it in her/his address;
Remove the presentation of proof of address as a requirement to obtain the
Voting ID card and instead, use the figure "under oath to tell the truth".

For INE, the participation of organized civil society is very important. Therefore, this type
of meeting is fundamental, since it allows us to know the perspective of key stakeholders
in the vote from abroad needs.
In order to strengthen ties of cooperation with these actors, the Institute will sign
collaboration agreements with some organizations for the promotion of registration to
get the voting ID card and voting abroad.
If you are part of an organization and you are interested in knowing more about these
collaboration agreements, write to oveme@ine.mx.
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Local Electoral Processes 2016-2017
Voting rights for citizens from the states of Coahuila
and Mexico residing abroad.
From November 15, 2016 until March 15, 2017, were available to citizens residing abroad the
Individual Application for Registration in the Nominal List of Voters Residing Abroad
(SIILNERE) and Individual Application for Voting from Abroad (SIVE), in the Internet portal of
the National Electoral Institute, which empowers citizens residing abroad to vote in the
elections in order to renew the Governance of the entities of Coahuila and the State of
Mexico in June 2017.
At the end of the term, a total of 748 applications were received, 215 of citizens belonging to
the State of Coahuila and 533 belonging to the State of Mexico.
However, only 153 applications proceeded for citizen from Coahuila and 364 from the State
of Mexico.
Did you register to vote from abroad by Governor of Coahuila or the State of Mexico?

Don’t forget to cast your vote. You will receive at your address the Postal Election Package
(PEP) which contains:
Electoral ballot.
Instructive.
Mailing Envelope to Vote. By means of this envelope you must return your vote to Mexico.
Envelope for the Vote. In this envelope you must enter your ballot once you have marked it
with your choice.
Send your vote as soon as possible!
The postal envelope with your vote must arrive in Mexico no later than June 3, 2017 at 8:00
am to count.
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ELECTORAL
PROCESSES
AROUND THE
WORLD
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Elections Calendar: April - May 2017
Armenia
National Assembly
04-02-2017

Serbia
Presidential election
04-02-2017

Ecuador
Presidential election.
2017-04-02 Runoff
National Congress
02-19-2017
Presidential election. First round

Gambia
National Assembly
04-06-2017

Turkey
Referendum
04-16-2017
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France
National Assembly
06-18-2017
National Assembly.
06-11-2017
Presidential runoff election
05-07-2017
President of France.
04-23-2017 First round

Algeria
National Assembly
05-04-2017

South Korea
Presidential Election
05-09-2017

Bahamas
House Assembly
05-10-2017
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Iran
Presidential election
05-19-2017

Lesotho

National Assembly
06-03-2017

United Kingdom
Parliamentary
06-08-2017

Albania
Parliament
06-18-2017
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Papua New Guinee
Parliament
06-24-2017

Mongolia
Presidential election
06-26-2017

Senegal
National Assembly
07-02-2017

Rwanda
Presidential Election
08-04-2017
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We invite you to read the special issue of Electoral World
magazine on the occasion of the 1st Panamanian Congress
on Democracy and Electoral Law organized by the Panama’s
Electoral Tribunal, through the Center for Democratic
Studies. More connoted exhibitors and experts in the
matter, both from electoral bodies in America and from
institutions related to the topics discussed.
Likewise, the shares of INE's President Councilor, Lorenzo
Córdova Vianello and Julio Juárez Gámiz, Adviser to the
Councilor President, were published.

http://www.tribunalelectoral.gob.pa/html/fileadmin/user_upload/publicaciones/mundo_electoral/Electoral_World__SpecialE
dition.pdf
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